Orbit
Field Scout for
Farming

Monitor Your Crops' Growth Remotely Without Going to the Field
The images taken by the satellites that pass above the fields are interpreted based on the
planted crops, plant's phenological stage and regional climate data and are provided on Orbit
mobile app. The users are able to examine these maps and track the crop growth regularly by
comparing the maps from different dates.
While you are on the field, you can;
take location-based photos,
take notes,
mark the locations for your
engineers to visit,
ask for advice from Doktar
agronomists specialized in satellite
technologies.

Daily Crop Health and Growth Monitoring with Satellite Images
You can monitor crop health with daily high-resolution satellite images of the ﬁeld together
with two types of maps created regarding the phenological stage of the crop. You can also
observe crop growth regularly by comparing the maps of different dates.

Health Map

Inspection Map

Health Map shows the
biomass amount of the
target ﬁeld (or crop). The
biomass amount is
represented in brown
(nonexistent), orange (low),
yellow (mid), light green
(high), and dark green
(very high). You can
identify problems in
low-performing zones and
track results of remedial
activities by observing
color changes in the map
throughout the growing
season.

Inspection Map shows
high and low-performing
zones within the ﬁeld by
using three colors: red
(possible problematic
spots), yellow (nonproblematic zones), green
(possible unwanted weed
spots). Inspection Map
allows you to easily
identify low-performing
zones and it eliminates the
risk of missing problems.

Image Analysis Tool
Image Analysis Tool shows the biomass density and distribution
of your ﬁeld with the help of statistics and distribution graphs.
You can make crop yield estimations at critical stages of
phenological development and track ﬁeld performance during
the season.

Field Notes

You can determine problematic spots damaged by
crop diseases, unwanted weeds and other problems
that affect yield and/or crop quality earlier with
Orbit’s advanced scouting tools. While in or out of the
ﬁeld, you can mark problematic spots with Field
Notes. You can add notes, photos, and tags to your
Field Notes. You can keep Field Notes throughout
seasons and ﬁlter them for easy management.

Live Rain &
Storm Tracking
Map

You can get hourly and daily weather forecasts for
the locations of your ﬁelds. On top of that, you can
track where rain, snow, and storms are headed and
whether you will be affected by the Live Rain and
Storm Tracking Map. You can also track rain and
storm paths and detect where they are at any
moment on the map. Orbit alerts you in advance
with push notiﬁcations for weather events heading
to your ﬁelds.

Spraying
Hours

When your crops have disease or pest, Orbit
chooses the appropriate spraying hours for you
according to the field's weather and wind data.
Hence you minimize all possible risks while
spraying.

Irrigation
Schedule

In order to minimize water consumption and
maximize efficiency, Orbit provides you the
days for irrigation and the irrigation amount
based on your field's weather and soil data.

Get Alerts from Fields with Push
Notiﬁcations, Agricultural and Technical
Support from Expert Agronomists
Orbit alerts you with agricultural and climatic push
notiﬁcations on weather forecast, precipitation, wind
speed, upcoming storm and lightning
alerts, comparisons with last season, evapotranspiration
amount of plants, current soil temperature, soil moisture
and its forecasts, and fungal disease risk alerts.
You can get agricultural and technical support from
Doktar’s expert agronomists whenever you need.

